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CLEAN ENERGY 
TRENDS 2014
Promote your organization through  
the industry’s leading annual report  
on clean-tech trends

SPONSORSHIP OVERVIEW
Since its founding in 2000, Clean Edge has played a central role in identify-
ing clean technology opportunities and trends. The firm offers a variety of 
high-impact research products and promotional channels for organizations 
looking to build awareness around existing and emerging clean energy-
related opportunities. The firm’s flagship publication, Clean Energy Trends, is 
published in March each year. Sponsorship comes in two levels: 

• Premier Level Sponsorship: $25,000 
• Major Level Sponsorship: $15,000 

Clean Energy Trends 2014 will be released at the international GLOBE 2014 
Conference and Trade Fair. Below are details about the reach of the report, 
Clean Edge’s website and newsletter traffic, the GLOBE Conference, and 
sponsor benefits. 

CLEAN ENERGY TRENDS REACH
• Each year, Clean Edge Trend reports are accessed by an estimated 60,000+ 

viewers (most are key clean-tech industry leaders and stakeholders).

• Now in its 13th edition, the report is one of the most established and re-
spected annual clean-tech publications, garnering coverage in such media 
outlets as: BusinessWeek, The New York Times, Forbes, Time Magazine, The 
Wall Street Journal, Wired, USA Today, Reuters, CBS, CNN, and NPR.

• This year, the Clean Energy Trends report and its findings will be unveiled 
during the GLOBE 2014 Conference and Trade Fair in Vancouver, Canada, 
March 26-28, 2014. The biennial GLOBE event attracts nearly 10,000 par-
ticipants from more than 50 countries.
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Expanding from coverage of 
renewable energy trends to 
broader clean technology themes

New market sizing and analysis 
covering such areas as green 
buildings, electric and hybrid 
vehicles, and smart grid

Expanded reach through 
partnership with GLOBE and 
announcement of results at  
GLOBE Conference
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ACCESS
2013 TRENDS REPORT

http://www.cleanedge.com/reports/clean-energy-trends-2013 
www.globeseries.com
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TARGETED MARKETING CAMPAIGN
For Clean Energy Trends 2014, Clean Edge will conduct the following campaign:

• Promote the report widely to Clean Edge’s 28,000 opt-in email subscriber 
list and via its highly trafficked website

• Work closely with the GLOBE Group to promote the publication to its 
database of 55,000 contacts, including its GLOBE-Net opt-in newsletter 
to 15,000.

• Release the report at a prominent event during the GLOBE 2014 Confer-
ence and Trade Fair

• Conduct a media and PR campaign for the free downloadable report that 
will target a broad range of coverage in regional, national, and interna-
tional business, energy, and mainstream outlets, including both traditional 
and online media. 

• Leverage partners such as additional sponsors, clean-tech news and blog 
channels, trade and industry groups, non-profit organizations, and others 
in order to widely distribute the report.

• Partner with other leading conferences such as REFF, Renewable En-
ergy World, NREL Industry Growth Forum, Solar Power International, and 
ARPA-E Innovation Summit to distribute report summary throughout the 
remainder of the year.
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SOURCE: CLEAN EDGE, INC., 2013

TRENDS REPORT SAMPLE TABLE

Summary of major clean  
energy developments 

Current and projected market 
size for wind, solar, and biofuel 
markets, plus new sectors such  
as green buildings, electric and 
hybrid vehicles, and smart grid

Public market performance  
from NASDAQ® Clean Edge® 
stock indexes

Current and historic venture  
capital investments

Major trends including technology 
developments, companies to 
watch, and pricing forecasts

Additional financing summaries 
(such as key M&A activity)

2014 
FEATURES

“Clean Edge has been a longtime and early supporter  
  of our Clean Tech Partner Program. Our sponsorship  
  of the Trends report has helped build our industry  
  contacts and has raised the awareness of Autodesk.”

   —CATHERINE DOYLE Global Lead of Autodesk Clean Tech Initiative
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CLEAN ENERGY TRENDS  
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES (2014)

BENEFIT PREMIER $25,000 MAJOR $15,000

Full Color Ad in Report 1/4 page 1/8 page

Company Information in Report Logo + Description Logo

Spotlight in CLEANWATCH Newsletter Two One

CLEANWATCH Newsletter (Logo)

Sponsor Webpage (Logo + Description)

Report Webpage (Logo)

Recognition in Press Release

Recognition at Report Launch Event (GLOBE)

GLOBE 2014 Event Partner Discounts 20% off Delegate Passes +  
Exhibitor Space

10% off Delegate Passes +  
Exhibitor Space

Clean Edge Homepage (Logo + Rotating Ad)

News Webpage (Rotating Ad)

Leadership Index Dataset Access

Dedicated CE Alert Email
GLOBE-Net Newsletter & Website Website Banner Ad, Newsletter 

Featured Article & Ad

2013 CLEAN ENERGY TRENDS SPONSORS SELECT GLOBE CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Trends Report sponsorship pricing and benefits are subject to change. GLOBE Group retains all right to Conference items. 
Benefits are redeemed on a first-come-first-served basis. Clean Edge may request editorial changes to any sponsor materials. 
Sponsors are not responsible for the information contained in the Trends Report.
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Beyond venture capital, total global clean-energy investments fell 11 percent to $269 billion, down 

from $302 billion in 2011, according to Bloomberg New Energy Finance. But this wasn’t entirely 

negative news for the industry, and it reflects similar findings in our global solar and wind market 

numbers reported earlier. As BNEF said in a press release, “sharply lower prices of solar and wind 

technology exert downward pressure on investment volumes, though they allow higher installation 

levels per dollar of funding.” This is backed up by record amounts of installations of both wind and 

solar worldwide during 2012, even amidst lower investment doled out. 

Monitoring clean-tech performance in public financial markets, Clean Edge, along with NASDAQ®, 

currently produces two indexes* which act as benchmarks for the sector: CELS tracks U.S.-listed 

clean-energy companies and QGRD looks at smart grid and grid infrastructure companies (QWND, 

which was discontinued in early 2013, tracked performance of global wind companies). Historically, 

these indexes have experienced much volatility, climbing as much as 74 percent and falling as much 

as 64 percent in a single year. During 2012, CELS was down 1.8 percent and QGRD up 18.2 percent 

for the year. QGRD outperformed the S&P 500 index benchmark, which rose 13.4 percent in 2012.  

Clean tech’s diversity can sometime make it difficult to identify the sector’s trajectory, but as we 

move beyond the age of hype and hope into an era rooted in accelerated deployment and near-term 

solutions, several influential trends will emerge. For 2013, our five major trends to watch are:  

•	 Smart	Devices	and	Big	Data	Empower	Customers,	Open	New	Chapter	in	Energy	Efficiency

•	 Distributed	Solar	Financing	Comes	of	Age

•	 Under	the	EV	Radar,	Microhybrid	Technology	Saves	Big	on	Fuel	Consumption

•	 In	the	U.S.	and	Overseas,	Geothermal	Picks	up	Steam

•	 Perfectly	Natural:	Biomimicry	Makes	its	Mark	on	Clean	Tech

looking ahead: 
five trends to 
watch

nasdaQ® clean edge® stock index Performance* (2007-2012) 

* Index data is provided by FactSet Research Systems and NASDAQ OMX. Index values for QGRD prior 
to inception (9/22/09) and for QWND prior to inception (6/26/08) are hypothetical and NASDAQ OMX 
and Clean Edge make no gaurantee of their accuracy. QWND was terminated on 2/28/13.
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wind, renewables accounted for a record 49 percent of added capacity in the U.S. during 2012. And 

with coal at just 17 percent of last year’s new capacity, and no new nuclear to speak of, it has really 

become a renewables and natural gas story for new generation capacity in the U.S. 

For the European Union the transition is happening even faster, but in this case solar is in the driver’s 

seat. In 2012, newly installed solar PV accounted for 37 percent of all added capacity, followed by 

wind with a 26.5 percent share, and gas at 23 percent. In total, renewable sources represented more 

than 31 GW of the 44.6 GW of new generation capacity in the EU, roughly 70 percent of all new 

capacity for the second consecutive year.  

Generating capacity is, of course, not the same as actual generation. But even in this regard, clean-

energy sources have moved past their days as rounding errors and are playing a significant role 

in meeting electricity demand in a number of global markets. Wind energy in Denmark blew past 

a 30 percent share of national electricity use in 2012, and an official target is in place to generate 

half of all the nation’s power from wind by 2020. In Germany, clean energy already accounts for 

25 percent of energy production – led by wind (9.2 percent), biomass (5.7 percent), and solar (5.3 

percent) – and the country is aiming for 35 percent from renewables by 2020. In the U.S., nine states 

were generating more than eight percent of in-state electricity from wind alone by the end of 2011. 

Iowa’s largest utility, MidAmerican Energy, now gets nearly one-third of its total power from the 

wind after adding more than 400 MW of wind power capacity in 2012.

On the whole, solar’s role in electricity 

production remains smaller than wind, 

but with the rapidly declining costs 

of solar PV, solar is gaining ground. 

While only five years ago PV was being 

installed at roughly $7 per watt, today 

projects in Germany can be completed at 

closer to $2 per watt. PV system prices 

remain higher in the U.S., where balance-

of-system costs (“soft costs”) have not 

fallen as fast, but outgoing Energy Secre-

tary Steven Chu is optimistic about where 

things are heading. “Before maybe the 

end of this decade, I see wind and solar 

being cost-competitive without subsidy 

with new fossil fuel,” Chu explained at a 

Pew Charitable Trusts event last year. For 

this to occur, PV costs will have to drop 

to around $1 to $1.50 per watt installed. 

total installed Pv system Prices and                     
costs of electricity (global average)

year system Price ($/w)
lcoe range (cents/

kwh)

2007 $7.20 24 - 42

2008 $7.00 23 - 41

2009 $5.12 17 - 31

2010 $4.55 15 - 28

2011 $3.47 12 - 23

2012 $2.58 9 - 18

  2013* $2.33 8 - 17

  2014* $2.10 7 - 15

  2015* $1.89 6 - 14

  2016* $1.75 6 - 14

  2017* $1.61 6 - 13

  2018* $1.49 5 - 12

  2019* $1.38 5 - 12

  2020* $1.27 4 - 11

  2021* $1.17 4 - 11

  2022* $1.07 4 - 10

Source: Clean Edge, Inc., 2013. 2007 through 2012 are actual figures and 2013 
through 2022 are estimates. Figures calculated using Clean Edge cost projections 
and the NREL Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) Calculator. ASSUMPTIONS:  Discount 
rate: 4%; Capacity factor: 16-26%; O&M cost: $6-$60/kW.

In Germany, clean 

energy already 

accounts for 25 percent 

of energy production

ABOUT CLEAN EDGE
Clean Edge, Inc., founded in 2000, is the world’s first research and advisory 
firm devoted to the clean-tech sector. For more than a decade the firm has 
delivered timely data, expert analysis, and comprehensive insights to govern-
ments, corporations, investors, nonprofits, and other key industry stakehold-
ers. The company offers an unparalleled suite of index, benchmarking, cus-
tom research, and advisory services including the U.S. Clean Tech Leadership 
Index, annual Clean Energy Trends report, Clean Tech Nation Briefing Series, 
utility benchmarking, and clean-tech stock indexes with NASDAQ®.

ABOUT GLOBE & CONFERENCE 
Over the past 20 years, the GLOBE™ Series has become the nexus for global 
networking and leadership on the business of the environment. In 2014, 
GLOBE will once again serve as the consummate place to transform environ-
mental challenges into lucrative business opportunities. This March 26-28, 
2014, thousands of business executives, government leaders, investors, 
and sustainability practitioners will come together in Vancouver, Canada, 
to explore the mutually inclusive goals of corporate sustainability, business 
growth, energy and climate change solutions, and urban development.

BRYCE YONKER Director of Business Development, Clean Edge 
yonker@cleanedge.com  I  503.206.8448

PAUL SHORTHOUSE Director of Research & Planning, GLOBE Group
paul.shorthouse@globe.ca I  604.695.5005

TO LEARN MORE  

CONTACT
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But as solar and other renewables continue their march down the cost curve, it seems that the 

goal posts are continually on the move, at least in the U.S., where fracking and horizontal drilling 

technology to inexpensively tap vast supplies of shale gas has fundamentally shifted the economics 

of energy. Some argue that America’s cheap natural gas will crowd out clean energy technologies, 

but we strongly believe this is not the case, as solar and wind have seen repeated record deployment 

in recent years and state-based RPS keep deployment targets on track. Instead, it appears that the 

future of energy in the U.S. belongs to a mix of clean energy, improved efficiency, and responsible 

natural gas resource development – a path recommended in our latest book Clean Tech Nation: How 

the U.S. Can Lead in the New Global Economy (HarperCollins, September 2012). Both private indus-

try and government have active roles in advancing this scenario. Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber’s 

10-Year Energy Action Plan, for example, calls for meeting 100 percent of new electric load growth 

through energy efficiency and conservation. General Electric’s product innovations include new 

advanced natural gas-fired power plants that can be powered up and down quickly to better partner 

with variable clean energy sources on the grid.   In 2012, U.S.-based venture capital investments in clean technologies totaled $5.0 billion, contract-

ing for the first time in three years with a 26 percent drop from $6.6 billion in 2011, according to 

data provided by Cleantech Group.

Clean tech’s decline, however, matched a similar downward trend for total VC investment in the 

U.S., with clean-tech investments still representing nearly one-fifth of all VC activity in the U.S. 

during 2012. This share could quite easily shrink in coming years as clean-tech IPOs remain all 

too rare and mainstream VC firms begin to shift focus back to other areas – particularly to less 

capital-intensive sectors with shorter business life cycles like software and web-based startups. 

Worldwide, clean-tech VC investment dropped 33 percent from the 2011 amount to $6.5 billion in 

2012, with U.S.-based companies attracting more than three-quarters of the global total, according 

to Cleantech Group.

U.s. clean-tech venture investments 

clean-tech venture capital investments in                                  

U.s.-based companies as Percent of total 2001-2012
year total venture investments ($Millions) clean-tech venture investments ($Millions)

clean-tech Percentage of venture total

2001
$40,976

$458
1.1%

2002
$22,141

$660
3.0%

2003
$19,677

$707
3.6%

2004
$23,235

$878
3.8%

2005
$23,605

$1,408
6.0%

2006
$27,588

$3,075
11.1%

2007
$31,883

$4,034
12.7%

2008
$29,291

$6,999
23.4%

2009
$20,381

$3,874
19.0%

2010
$23,315

$5,343
22.9%

2011
$29,462

$6,861
23.3%

2012
$26,525

$5,043
19.0%

Source: Cleantech Group and PricewaterhouseCoopers/NVCA data with Clean Edge analysis. Clean-tech 

venture investment includes seed funding and follow-on rounds prior to private equity activity related to 

stake acquisitions or buyouts.

The future of energy in the U.S. belongs to a mix of clean energy, improved efficiency, and responsible natural gas development
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Increased financing from deep-pocketed traditional energy and technology players is also helping to 
accelerate clean-tech deployment, and simultaneously turning heads. In early 2013, famed investor 
Warren Buffett’s MidAmerican Energy Holdings further expanded its solar portfolio with a $2 billion 
acquisition of the Antelope Valley Solar Projects, which will feed 579 MW of electricity to Southern 
California Edison when construction is completed by SunPower in 2015. Other recent MidAmerican 
solar project acquisitions include the 550 MW Topaz Solar Farm and a 49 percent stake in the 290 
MW Agua Caliente solar power plant. In similar fashion, and announced only a week later, Google’s 
$200 million equity investment in a Texas wind farm pushed the tech giant’s ownership in solar and 
wind projects to 2 GW, enough to power 500,000 households. (Innovative finance models are also 
greasing the wheels for distributed solar; see Distributed Solar Financing Comes of Age on page 10.)

The transportation market is also seeing significant activity from both relative newcomers and 
established industry icons. Most notable is Tesla’s Model S all-electric sedan, which was named 2013 
Motor Trend Car of the Year, the first non-internal combustion engine vehicle to win this prestigious 
performance-based award. While demand for electric cars has been lower than expected by industry 
participants, EV sales are generally mirroring the growth pattern that hybrids experienced when they 
first became available to the mass market in the early 2000s. Sales of the Chevy Volt, for example, 
tripled to more than 23,000 in 2012 in the model’s second full year on the market, according to Gen-
eral Motors. (See page 12 for more on how micro-hybrid technology is set to impact fleet-wide fuel 
efficiency.) The growing popularity of car-sharing programs also presents an interesting scenario for 
the future of advanced transportation, 
particularly for personal urban trans-
port. In January 2013, car rental giant 
Avis Budget Group announced its plan 
to buy car-sharing pioneer ZipCar for 
$500 million, a promising reminder 
that new ways of thinking can be just 
as disruptive as new technologies.   

Although the federal production tax 
credit for U.S. wind energy projects 
ultimately got an 11th hour reprieve 
during Congress’ recent fiscal cliff 
negotiations, the extended period of 
uncertainty was more than enough to 
rush developers to beat the year-end 
deadline. As a result, wind represented 
nearly half of all new U.S. generation 
capacity added in 2012 – 41 percent 
of the total, to be exact – outpacing 
natural gas’s 33 percent share. Includ-
ing solar, biomass, geothermal, waste 
heat, and water sources along with 

big, sMart 
Money stePs in 

global energy 
shift heats UP

Source: Clean Edge analysis of FERC "Energy Infrastructure Update" reports with data derived from Ventyx Global LLC. *2012 capacity additions represent preliminary estimates reported by FERC and are subject to change. ** Other Includes nuclear, oil, and other sources.
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